Woodstock. Three days of peace and love and music. Do you remember Woodstock, know what it was? Is there anyone on this planet who has not heard of it? Nineteen ninety-four is the 25th anniversary of Woodstock. The biggest pop concert there had ever been. A phenomenon that made the name of a small town in New York State famous, or infamous depending on your taste. Maybe the largest congregation of people that had gathered together.
A literal sea of people. And the songs, the music, the poetry, way-out, total bliss or perhaps you didn't like them, any of them. You didn't have to go to the concert, buy the records, or take any interest at all in the proceedings but turning your back proved no escape. Radio, film, television : the media; lifts, restaurants, waiting rooms all play music and some of that music is from Woodstock. Troubadours can place an idea in the collective conscious as well as any brainwashing attempt of government orwhat other word is there -the media. Bob Dylan, a troubadour at Woodstock, sang 'The times they are a-changin'-because they were indeed changing then and faster than at any previous time in history. This song wasn't just homespun philosophy, the sixties were a time of great social and technological change. The times were changing then as they are today but today the pace is even faster.
Technology is an easy measure of change, particularly that part to do with electronics. In 1965 Penguin Books published a book on computers (Electronic Computers, SH Hollingdale, GC Tootill) which explained what had been happening over the previous thirty or so years in a simple way. How pulses of electricity could affect the magnetic state of a bead of ferrite, a tiny torus threaded with three wires for reading and writing: old words, new meanings. Each bead had two magnetic states which could be taken to represent a zero or a one. The book explained how the magnetic state of each bead could be read or changed (written to). Computers were once those who computed now they were machines, the computators of the modem age: engines that made sense of strings of zeroes and ones, Boolean algebra, binary arithmetic. The world was fast becoming digital. Thirty years on children are bom who can use a keyboard before they can read or write. There was a bit of backlash in the eighties: digital watches were no longer considered cute by everyone. A smart watch had a face with hands and numbers and some very smart watches managed without the numbers.
In the sixties the man of the house (and that is the way society was) could understand all the labour-saving gadgets in his house and be able to mend most of these.
Mend, there's the rub. Colour televisions put an end to such self-sufficiency. You couldn't mend them unless you were an electronic wizard and these are rare people. For colour televisions to gain acceptance they had to be reliable, very reliable, there were so many components, all interconnected, that they couldn't be allowed to go wrong or wear out. A new marketing logic started to take over: machines were made to be replaced not because they had gone irremediably wrong, or because they had worn out but because they were superseded. Built-in obsolescence and design lifetimes had had their day. The way in which manufacturing business was conducted changed. Out went the old ideas, in came the new. In an increasingly complex world new words crept in to the collective conscience : reliability and user friendliness. Today we live in an age of intelligent toasters. An age when children take to school calculators and games whose computing power vastly exceeds the sum total of that available to the com-bined armies of W.W.II. Many offices have more computer power per occupant than was available to astronauts on their way to the moon.
The rate of change in the last few decades has been fast. Too fast for some; many people have been overwhelmed by the new technology and the changes in life-style it carries with it. Some opted out and Greens came to mean more than just a vegetable. The driving force for all this change was, of course, money. There is no altruism in business. New technology is sold, not given. The technological revolution was never driven by needs any more than the industrial revolution two centuries ago. It had little to do with wanting to improve the common lot. We know that if today it was cheaper to employ a hundred people with quill pens and log tables than to employ one person with a desk top computer, that is the way it would be. In Keynesian terms the level of employment is set where supply equals demand.
Time moves smoothly on but the history that charts its path is not seen to have such a regular progress. History has events: periods in which more seems to be happening than there is time to accommodate: wars, revolutions and natural disasters. These are times of great change in which new problems arise to be overcome. The consumer society, for example, operates most profitably if it can ignore problems of disposal. Take the common circular scenario of the type: steel is used to make washing machines which at the end of their lives are used to make steel, which is used ..., and so on. This seems responsible behaviour until it is examined in detail. A proper audit, the accountants have lost their word, shows that the process is a lot more than recycling steel. There is waste and there is pollution. It could be said we are living through a war in which the enemies are waste and pollution. This is not a change, it was ever thus, only today there are so many people living closely together that it matters. We can no longer fold up our tents and steal away. However, through realising that we are wasteful we can see that we are squandering our resources and, moreover, that insufficient attention to pollution is affecting our health? For most of our history resources were regarded as limitless and those who said otherwise were unregarded. It has been said, so many times, that the World's oil reserves will last only a few years. Deadlines come and go and more oil is found and those who urged caution are mocked, but there should be no complacency. A concept of the seventies was spaceship Earth and from what we know of space there is no facility for in-flight refuelling of planets that have emptied their tank. Resources on spaceship Earth are finite and one day the predictions will come true. Caution now prevails as conservation: waste is bad, pollution is evil. The moderator, as for the advance of technology, is money. Oil is energy, energy costs money. Few now can afford to be profligate with oil or oil-based products and governments around the world are preparing to introduce draconian measures to prevent it. So, a society based upon the everincreasing consumption of energy has a dilemma. I think it was probably from the sixties that we started to cast off our clothes, serge into cheeseclothsearching for the Californian dream? To compensate we turned up the heat in our houses, workplaces and the vehicles which connect them. There has been a definite change in lifestyle from outdoor to indoor, or in-vehicle, living. The majority of people, at least in the colder countries, spend little of their time outdoors. My situation is certainly not unique, in the worst case, when the weather is inclement, I spend 99% of the time indoors. Less than 5 min a day outside, and that just moving from one indoor environment to another. Outdoor clothing has largely disappeared ; where are the overcoats/raincoats/hats etc. of the forties and fifties? Nearly all gone from everyday life; sometimes hanging on in attenuated form as car-coats or blousons. Those under thirty, say, may own such items only as leisure wear, for protecting them from the harsh outdoors on those occasions when it is entered. In the world of business the sobriety of the suit has become the shirt sleeve environment in which the suit is seen as sedentary. A uniform for the masters but too hot in the central heating for the servants who are rushing about. Fritz Lang's fantasy vision, Metropolis, is near to reality for many today. Living for ever in an indoor environment and seeing the sun only through glass.
Changing times bring new problems, the faster they change the faster the problems need to be solved to prevent them becoming overwhelming. The indoor environment of the nineties has produced many problems, one of which is that the conservation of resources has become an important factor in the energy equation. All that heat costs money, or in the parlance of the time, real money. The harsh reality of practical economics is clear but the clock is rarely turned back. Cut the heating, open the windows, put on the heavy clothes again -unthinkable? We are in a technological revolution so use the fruits of this to find an alternative solution and solve the problems rather than avoid them. Use less heat but be wise and conserve it. Tighten the environment, insulate the cocoon, new technology has made better insulating materials as well as microchips. Through total recycling and conservation reduce waste and pollution. Appreciating the extent of pollution goes some way to enabling solutions to be found.
There are though, old problems still to be solved and many of the articles in this journal underline that situation. The indoor environment can be a battlefield, but one for skirmishes rather than large-scale bloody slaughter. Who would have thought that a closed, at least a tight, environment was so difficult to control to ensure health and comfort for the occupants? NASA and submarine designers usually do not meet architects and building engineers and the former, to a degree, have solved the problems for very specialised environments. Let us hope that solutions for the problems in the environments in which most of us live and work will be found. The chang-ing times in which pen and paper became personal computer were exciting years but wasteful. The sixties were exuberant, the seventies stagnant, the eighties depressed: the scope for hyperbole in these sweeping descriptions limitless. The nineties are -halfway finished. In 25 years time an editor could write that 2019 is the 50th anniversary of Woodstock and ask: 'Is there anyone who remembers Woodstock?' Quizmasters of the future may ask: 'What was a sick building, what were NOx and SOx and what was asthma?' Or, maybe nothing will have changed and the battles will still be rumbling on.
